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I hear thunder 
To learn the song I Hear Thunder , identify the pulse and rhythm and notate the 

rhythm using symbols  

Learning Objectives 
• To identify the pulse and rhythm in a song; 

• To understand that symbols can be used to represent sound (URE3). 

Learning Outcome 
• All pupils will sing a song keeping to a steady pulse and play a rhythm on a 

percussion instrument; 

• Most pupils will sing a song identifying the pulse and rhythm and play rhythms from 

symbols; 

• Some pupils will have progressed further and will identify the pulse and rhythm and 

write the notation for a short rhythm. 

Lesson Activities 
• Teach the children the song I Hear Thunder (tune of Frere Jacques) and once 

confident split into two groups and sing as a round starting a line apart. The lyrics 

are: 

I hear thunder, I hear thunder, 

Hark don't you, hark don't you 

Pitter patter rain drops, pitter patter rain drops, 

I'm wet through, so are you. 

• Return to singing the song altogether tapping the pulse on knees. Ask a small group 

of children to play the rhythm on untuned percussion instruments whilst everyone 

sings and taps the pulse. 

• Repeat the pulse and rhythm flashcard activity from the previous lesson. Pupils 

should tap or play the pulse or rhythm of the song depending on which card is held 

up. 

• Use the human bar activity (see Year 2, Unit 1, Lesson 4) and get four pupils to 

stand in front of the class to represent the four beats. For a one beat note the 

children stand with hands stretched out and clasped in front of them, for quicker 

(½ beat) notes they fold arms in front of them. The result should look like this: 

I hear thun-der (clasped, clasped, clasped, clasped) 

Pit-ter, pat-ter, rain-drops (folded, folded, clasped, clasped) 

I'm wet through / so are you - (clasped, clasped, clasped). 

• Use dots to write down the rhythm of each line of the song (as in Year 2, Unit 1, 

Lesson 4). Clap each rhythm or play on untuned percussion instruments. 

• Recap the Rain is Falling Down song from the previous lesson. Ask individual pupils 

if they can write the rhythm of each line. 

https://youtu.be/hn65U0kKuFk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=af7mdMk-27I&feature=youtu.be
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Extension Activities 
Ask a pupil to clap the rhythm of a line from I Hear Thunder. Can the other children guess 

which line it is? Ask the pupils to write down a different rhythm using the dot method 

described above. Can they work out what it will sound like? 

Assessment 
Do pupils understand the difference between pulse and rhythm? Can they play a rhythm 

from symbols? Can they use symbols to write rhythms?  
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KS2 
 

Introducing samba 
To introduce pupils to the musical style of samba. 
Learning Objectives 

• To play with an awareness of different parts (P5); 

• To identify silent beats (L4). 

Learning Outcome 
• All pupils will copy and play rhythms accurately in a group. 

• Most pupils will play key rhythms confidently and in time with the group. They will 

identify musical instruction through 'signal' rhythms and respond appropriately. 

• Some pupils will have progressed further and, in addition to the above, will analyse 

the features of a new musical style and its constituent parts. 

Lesson Activities 
• Watch the first part of this video. 

• Ask the following questions: 

o What style of music is this? (Samba) 

o Where does it originate from? (South America, especially countries like 

Brazil) 

o Where might you see this music performed? (It’s a street party music. It is 

used for celebratory events like carnivals and football matches) 

o What instruments can you see? (There is a range of untuned percussion 

including drums and handheld percussion instruments). 

o What did you notice about the music? (It is full of repeated patterns.) 

o How are instructions given to the performers? (By blowing a whistle loudly!) 

• One of the most important elements of Samba music is rhythm. Being able to 

create and sustain a solid beat together is crucial. During these units, we have 

played loads of different rhythm games. You could revise any of them here. 

Alternatively, play the 'Name Game'. 

• Sit the pupils in a circle. Count a four beat introduction and then clap on beats one 

and two. In the silent beats (three and four), ask each pupil to say their name 

rhythmically: 

1 2 3 4 

Clap Clap Insert Name! 

• Try and keep the class working together as a team and the beat as steady as 

possible. 

  

https://youtu.be/jQLvGghaDbE
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• Distribute a range of untuned percussion instruments. Play the 'Don't Play This One 

Back' game. 

• Invent a series of patterns that fit into four beats. These can be as simple or as 

complex as you want. Play each pattern and get the pupils to copy them back to 

you without a break. Here are a few examples to get you started: 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

X X X    X X 

Pupils copy X    X X X X 

X    X X    X X    X X 

• Next, play pupils the following rhythm: 

X X X    X X 

• If they hear you play this within the game, they must NOT play anything at all (in 

other words, leave four silent beats) before you carry on with the next rhythm. 

• Play the game with this new rhythm included at various points. See how many 

pupils you can catch out. 

Extension Activities 
Ask pupils to find out the specific names of as many Samba instruments as possible before 

the next lesson, including the whistle. 

Assessment 
Which pupils were able to identify the key elements of the samba music? Who was able to 

relate its social function? Were any pupils struggling to maintain a good common tempo in 

the rhythm games? Who did you manage to catch out? 


